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Abstract: In the clinical practice of pathology, trichrome stains are commonly used to highlight
collagen and to help evaluate fibrosis. Such stains do delineate collagen deposits but are
not molecularly specific and can suffer from staining inconsistencies. Moreover, performing
histochemical stain evaluation requires the preparation of additional sections beyond the original
hematoxylin- and eosin-stained slides, as well as additional staining steps, which together add
cost, time, and workflow complications. We have developed a new microscopy approach,
termed DUET (DUal-mode Emission and Transmission) that can be used to extract signals that
would typically require special stains or advanced optical methods. Our preliminary analysis
demonstrates the potential of using the resulting signals to generate virtual histochemical images
that resemble trichrome-stained slides and can support clinical evaluation. We demonstrate
advantages of this approach over images acquired from conventional trichrome-stained slides and
compare them with images created using second harmonic generation microscopy.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Molecules from the collagen family comprise the main component of connective tissue and are
the most abundant protein class in mammals [1]. In addition to their obvious presence in tissues
such as ligament, bone, skin and cartilage, various types of collagen are also widely present in the
extracellular matrix, blood vessels, and basement membranes of essentially all organs, playing
important roles in physiology and response to injury.
A common sequela of ongoing tissue injury involves the development of fibrosis, namely an

excess accumulation of extracellular matrix primarily composed of collagen. This process can be
a normal reactive and reparative response, especially in situations where injury is sustained over
long periods of time. With disease progression, more and more of the normal tissue architecture
can be replaced with fibrotic scar, leading to eventual loss of organ function. In many disease
settings, the overall extent of fibrosis reflects the level of irreversible end-organ injury and is the
best recognized indicator for disease stage and prognosis. This is especially true for medical
diseases of the kidney and liver, as well as transplant pathology in these organs. In such settings,
histologic evaluation is essential for determining the extent and distribution of fibrosis and is
considered standard of care. Recently, it has been increasingly recognized that abnormal collagen
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composition and deposition is also intimately involved in the interaction between cancers and
their adjacent stroma, and subsequent tumor behavior can be shaped through mechanisms thought
to involve tumor cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and invasion [2]. These interactions
can have profound impact on tumor progression and prognosis via imputed biochemical and
mechanical mechanisms [3–7].

Fig. 1. (Visual abstract) DUET imaging can identify collagen faithfully on H&E-stained
slides and generate images that can improve upon conventional histochemical stains for
better diagnostics and patient care.

While dense fibrosis is fairly straightforward to recognize using standard hematoxylin- and
eosin- (H&E-) stained histologic slides, more sensitive methods are often required for optimal
detection of fibrosis [8]. In the clinical setting, trichrome is the most common staining method,
but comes with a number of drawbacks. As with other histochemical stains, trichrome can exhibit
significant stain variation between institutions and laboratories. Even the same laboratory may
have inconsistent staining, with results varying from day to day. Also, trichrome is not specific to
collagen and will stain other material to exhibit a similar blue hue. Conversely, some studies
show that trichrome stains can also underestimate collagen content [9–11].
Other histochemical stains such as picrosirius red are technically superior to trichrome for

collagen detection [6,7], offering finer spatial resolution of the collagen fibers. However, such
stains have not found widespread adoption in the clinical setting, possibly due to established
practice, pathologist preference or the requirement for polarization optics for optimal performance.
Additional histochemical stains are used routinely in clinical situations to highlight other collagen-
containing structures. For instance, periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) and Jones methenamine silver
stains are routinely used in kidney biopsy evaluation to increase the contrast of glomerular
and tubular basement membrane as well as the mesangium within glomeruli. In all these
settings, using histochemical stains in addition to H&E-stained sections require the preparation
of additional sections, availability of the necessary (and unexpired) staining reagents, and either
automated equipment or trained technicians to perform the procedures, all of which adds cost
and time, and affects laboratory workflow.

Alternative approaches based on optical contrast, such as second-harmonic generation (SHG)
microscopy or polarization techniques to highlight collagen have also been explored [12,13]. SHG
is an expensive approach that requires ultrashort pulsed lasers, high-numerical aperture objectives
and precision scanning, and is limited to generating signals only from the non-centrosymmetric
collagens such as types I, and II [14]. The intensity of the detected collagen signals can also be
highly orientation-dependent. Raman microscopy/spectroscopy is another method that can be
used with or without labels to investigate the molecular makeup of tissue samples, though this
method comes with relatively slow acquisition times and depends on expensive, complicated
optics [15–17]. Fluorescence lifetime imaging has been also used to image regular H&E slide in
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fluorescence mode to create contrast between different macromolecules on H&E slides [18,19].
This method has been shown to identify and highlight components based on their fluorescence
lifetime values. However, it is again expensive and complicated, requiring pulsed lasers and
modulated sensors or photon counting devices to acquire images. Multispectral images of slides
taken in brightfield mode can be used to extract collagenous or other components as well [20–27],
but this method requires longer acquisition times, specialized acquisition optics and large data
sets. Finally, autofluorescence of unstained slides has been used as input to neural networks for
highlighting regions of imputed collagen deposition, but this method requires extensive training
and validation [28].
Given the drawbacks of histochemical stains and or alternative optical or computational

approaches, it would be ideal if standard H&E-stained slides could be used for quantitative,
high-resolution visualization of extracellular matrix components. It was noted as early as 1969
that the eosin in H&E-stained slides was strongly fluorescent [29,30]. Various reports have since
highlighted some of the extra information provided by fluorescence-based imaging of H&E-stains,
including: visualizing immunoglobulins in kidney [31]; visualization of the septa in spleen
frozen sections [32]; and the evaluation of elastin in arteries with confocal microscopy [33].
Utilizing H&E slides would be particularly advantageous because they are almost universally
prepared for clinical and as well as research use, and typically accompany other histochemical or
immunohistochemical stains.

Our innovation involves exploitation of previously underappreciated color (spectral) differences
in H&E fluorescence. The method described here, Dual-mode Emission Transmission microscopy
(DUET), highlights collagen distribution on already prepared H&E slides based on color content
in fluorescence mode, without relying on complicated optics or additional histochemical or
immunohistochemical staining. DUET combines brightfield and fluorescence images, along with
a spectral phasors approach, to highlight collagen distribution. Due to its reliance simply on
H&E-stained slides, its low cost, simplicity, rapid imaging speed, and non-destructive nature,
DUET may be suitable for translation into clinical settings. It can also be extended to provide
additional value when used to image frozen sections that are currently not typically evaluated
with special stains because of time constraints. Finally, the additional information provided
by DUET, over and above what is available from simple brightfield imaging, may enhance
artificial-intelligence (AI) approaches that use image data as input.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Histology sample preparation

Thin sections (4 µm) cut from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues, mounted on glass slides
and stained with H&E were obtained from archival files of the Department of Pathology (UC
Davis and Johns Hopkins University). The samples were provided under IRB biobank protocol
and deidentified prior to imaging. The project did not include any interaction or intervention
with human subjects.

2.2. Imaging instrumentation and control software

A DUET whole-slide scanning system comprises a spectrally broad, white LED array (CCLU026-
1201C1 Super High-CRI Model, Citizen) integrated with a diffuser located below the slide
to generate even transillumination across the whole slide at once. Epifluorescence excitation
provided by a 405-nm LED (LZ1-00UB00-LED Engin) is directed to the sample via a broadband
dichroic (Di03-R405-t1-25× 36, Semrock) and focused on the sample using a 10X objective
(Nikon, Plan Apo, 0.45 NA). A long-pass emission filter (FF01-430/LP-25, Semrock) is present
in front of the sensor to reject scattered and reflected light when imaging in fluorescence mode. It
remains in place for brightfield imaging and does not adversely affect brightfield color rendition.
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The slide is positioned on a movable stage with a travel range of 25 mm by 50 mm, and a Z
positioner is also included to provide automated focusing capabilities (Zaber Technologies).
For the most part, the camera used to capture the images was a 9-megapixel scientific-grade
CCD color camera (Ximea, MD091CU-SY) connected via a 200-mm tube lens (Thorlabs ILT
200). The specimen was scanned field by field, and at each capture position, brightfield and
fluorescence images were taken in quick succession in near-perfect pixel registration. To assess
the impact of camera choice on image quality and downstream analysis, two other sensors were
tested: a 12-megapixel color CMOS sensor (Ximea, MC124CG-SY) and a greyscale CCD
camera (Ximea, MD028MU-SY) with a rotating filter wheel equipped with red, green and blue
filters (Astronomiks). For spectral imaging, the Ximea camera was replaced with a Nuance
multispectral tunable-filter-based camera (PerkinElmer) and spectral image stacks were captured
from 420 nm to 720 nm at 15-nm intervals. Image acquisition, alternation between light sources,
stage movement and focusing was performed using control software developed in the .NET
environment.

2.3. SHG imaging

In order to compare DUET images with optically visualized collagen signals, a multiphoton
microscope was used to simultaneously record second-harmonic generation (SHG) and two-
photon fluorescence (2PF) images [34]. Briefly, a femtosecond laser (Coherent Chameleon)
coupled into a laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus), tuned to 940 nm was focused
onto the sample with a 40X, 0.9 NA objective. The laser power after the objective was 15 mW.
SHG signals were collected in the forward direction with a 0.55 NA condenser lens and acquired
by a photomultiplier tube with a 470± 20 nm bandpass filter. Two-photon-excited fluorescence
(510-590 nm) images were simultaneously detected in the epi-direction. The scanning speed was
10 µs/pixel.

2.4. Phasor analysis

Extraction of image components from DUET data was initially performed using a spectral
phasor approach for segmentation of 3-channel and multichannel spectral data. Phasor methods
in microscopy and imaging involve a graphical representation of multichannel data and were
originally used to analyze lifetime images [35]. The concept has been extended into the spectral
domain by author FF and has been implemented to analyze spectral images of cells, in-vivo
human skin, Raman signals, MRI images, histology samples and remote sensing data [36–40].
Phasor analysis was performed using an ImageJ plugin (www.Spechron.com); the mathematical
concept is elaborated elsewhere [37,41]. Briefly, the sine and cosine transformation of the
multi-channel spectra (which includes RGB color data as well) are computed at first harmonics
and normalized to total intensity:
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Where a is the collected intensity at channel l and L is the total number of channels. By plotting
G vs. S on a 2D plot, the phasor histogram is created by linking each pixel on the original
image with its corresponding phasor point. This provides a straightforward means for visualizing
clusters of pixels with similar spectral properties. Mapping the pixels from those phasor clusters
back to the original image allows for spatially resolved segmentation or unmixing, as well as
visual assessment of signal distribution.

Figure 2 illustrates the concept. Panel A: Three example spectra are converted into phasor
points representing their spectral content and are located in three positions on the phasor plot.
Panel B shows a synthetic image composed of three components indicated by blue, green and red

http://www.Spechron.com
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squares, with Poisson noise added. The phasor transformation of this image is shown in Panel C,
which contains 3 corresponding point clouds. A reciprocal transformation from the phasor cloud
back to image coordinates enables a straightforward segmentation approach. After creating the
phasor plot from the fluorescence RGB images, we use this method to identify and extract the
collagen signal.

Fig. 2. Concept of the spectral phasor approach. A) Transformation of three example
spectra into phasor points within the unit circle. B) Synthetic image composed of three
(noisy) components. C) The phasor transformation of the image in panel B. D) Fitting a
rotating two-dimensional Gaussian function to a phasor plot lobe and the fit parameters.

A rotating two-dimensional Gaussian function is defined to segment the region of interest on
the phasor plot data and to perform the reciprocal transformation.

f (x, y) = A exp(−a(x − x0)2 − 2b(x − x0)(y − y0) − c(y − y0)2) (2)

Where A is a scaling factor and:

a = cos2θ
2σ2

x
+ sin2θ

2σ2
y

b = − sin 2θ
4σ2

x
+ sin 2θ

4σ2
y

c = sin2θ
2σ2

x
+ cos2θ

2σ2
y

Figure 2(D) shows the parameters schematically. σx and σy are the RMS with of the Gaussian
function on the rotated x and y axis. After initial evaluation of the phasor plot to identify the
collagen lobe, the image processing procedure involves user selecting any region on the collagen
lobe and then the rotating Gaussian function is found by fitting f from Eq. (2) to phasor plot data
using a nonlinear least-squares method. The average intensity of corresponding pixels from the
image to phasor points are multiplied by the resulted Gaussian function, to provide grayscale
representation after the initial binary segmentation results.

2.5. Creating overlaid images

In order to highlight the collagen signal on the brightfield image, extracted signals can be
pseudo-colored and layered on top. Assuming the illumination intensity of I0 at each pixel, the
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collected signal Bi for a given optical density ODi is computed by Beer-Lambert Law:

Bi = I0e−ODi (3)

In order to add the collagen content to the brightfield image, first we need to extract the optical
density value from the brightfield image:

ODi = ln
(

I0
Bi

)
(4)

The overlaid image Oi is computed by adding the collagen signal to the original image (expressed
in optical density units) before converting the result into a simulated transmission image using
the Beer-Lambert law:

Oi = I0e−(ODi+ciFi) = I0e− ln(I0/Bi)−ciFi = Bie−ciFi (5)

The ci indices are selected in a way that the desired overlay color is achieved. For 8-bit color
images, I0 = 255

3. Results

3.1. Fluorescence imaging of H&E slides

Pixel-registered brightfield and fluorescence images of H&E-stained slides from kidney, liver
and breast cancer were acquired using DUET (Fig. 3). The fluorescence images demonstrate a
predominantly green appearance, reflecting mostly emissions from the eosin stain excited at 405
nm and collected through a 420 nm long-pass emission filter. Although similar structures are
visible in both modes, there are some components that can be appreciated only in fluorescence,
for example, the basement membrane structures identified by arrows in panels B and E. Similar
improvements in collagen contrast can be seen in the fluorescence images from liver and breast
(panels C,D,F and G). However, the images features shown in this figure are visualized only
due to increased brightness for collagen and basement membrane components. Such intensity
differences are unlikely by themselves to enable robust signal extraction across a variety of
specimens. For that it would be important to show that there are color (spectral) properties that
can be relied on as well. Evidence for this is elaborated below.

3.2. Multispectral analysis

The existence of extra information on the fluorescence image motivated the use of using
multispectral analysis to explore whether there might be also spectral features in H&E-slide
fluorescence. Accordingly, multispectral emission data were collected using a liquid-crystal
tunable-filter-equipped camera (Nuance, PerkinElmer). The resulting spectra, averaged from a
small number of adjacent pixels selected within regions corresponding to different structures,
are shown in Fig. 4(C). The spectral curves obtained from collagen-, basement membrane- and
tubular cytoplasm-containing regions (Fig. 4(C)) proved to be remarkably similar, consistent
with why the potential utility of H&E-fluorescence for distinguishing such components may
have previously been underappreciated. Red cells, not surprisingly, displayed more distinct
spectral properties than the other components. Figure 4(D) shows the same spectra in log scale
for increased clarity in the green to blue range.
However, when these data were subjected to spectral phasor analysis (Fig. 4(E)) and plotted,

clear clusters became apparent. These phasor clusters were then mapped back to the originating
image space in grayscale mode, thereby highlighting specific constituents such as collagen,
basement membrane, red blood cells, and renal proximal tubular cytoplasm (Fig. 4, (F-I)). The
distal tubules fluorescence is usually weaker than the other compartments and their fluorescence
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Fig. 3. DUET dual-mode imaging. An H&E slide is illuminated from below using a high
color rendering index white LED and a color image is acquired; the white LEDs are turned
off, and a 405-nm LED then is used in standard epifluorescence mode to excite fluorescence
signals that are then collected using the same light path and camera. The two image modes
are naturally pixel-registered. The process is repeated at each position of a whole-slide
scanning procedure, using an XY stage and 10X lens. Brightfield image of human (B)
kidney (C) liver and (D) breast from H&E slide. E-F: fluorescence images of human kidney,
liver and breast from the same regions shown on B, C and D.

spectrum is very close to autofluorescence spectrum and are not clustered here. The fact that
nuclei are not visible in the fluorescence images (because hematoxylin is not a fluorescent dye) is
an advantage, since their absence simplifies downstream analysis.

3.3. RGB 3-color analysis

Such multispectral data revealed the potential information content intrinsic in H&E-fluorescence
images. However, it would be preferable if such information could be captured using simpler,
snapshot RGB imaging systems that could be implemented at an order-of-magnitude lower price
than multispectral approaches, and could capture images more quickly as well. Phasor-based
analyses of RGB color-camera-captured fluorescence images are shown in Fig. 5. Even though
these fluorescence images were acquired using simple RGB sensors, there was still sufficient
spectral content, as revealed in the phasor plots, to reliably extract collagen signals from the bulk
eosin-based tissue fluorescence, as shown the righthand-most two columns.

However, unlike the relatively complex spectral phasor clouds demonstrated in the multispectral
image shown in Fig. 4, the phasor data from the RGB images, not unexpectedly, displayed fewer
clusters. The two major visible clusters highlighted collagen versus everything else, but it was
not possible to pull out an additional basement-membrane cloud that had been discernible via the
multispectral approach shown in Fig. 4. The RGB phasor clouds also varied in appearance from
sample to sample. This variation could be attributable to differences in specimen type, staining
laboratory with differences in dye components and procedures, and/or color camera choice. The
kidney was imaged with a 12-megapixel CMOS sensor; the cervical cancer slide was captured
using a greyscale CCD camera with a rotating filter wheel equipped with Astronomik color filters;
and the breast specimen was captured using a 9-megapixel color CCD camera (all sensors from
Ximea). Nevertheless, despite variations in the shapes and orientation of the phasor clouds, it
was always possible to highlight the collagen, which appeared as an individual cluster on each
plot. Clustering software tools are under development that should allow such assignments to be
made automatically.
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Fig. 4. Multispectral fluorescence imaging and phasor plot analysis of an H&E-stained
slide of human kidney. A) Brightfield image; B) fluorescence color image synthesized
from a 420-720-nm spectral data stack; C) spectra from representative regions containing
collagen, basement membrane, tubules, and red blood cells; D) same spectra plotted in log
scale for better visibility. E) Phasor plot of spectral data from the complete image with
phasor clusters representing specific components identified as follows: Col (collagen); AF
(autofluorescence); BM (basement membrane); PT (proximal tubules); and RBC (red blood
cells). F-I) phasor-segmented images corresponding to the outlined clusters.

3.4. Comparison between slides from different institutions

Comparisons between H&E-stained slides prepared at UC Davis and Johns Hopkins, and imaged
using the same color camera, further indicate the variability that can be encountered from
institution to institution. As shown in Fig. 6, while the brightfield images are similar, the
fluorescence ones are quite distinct, with the JHU version having much less signal in the blue
range (as indicated by the greenish-yellow tint). Although the fluorescence images are different
in color, the resulted bulk collagen overlay images look very similar from two institutions and
correspond well with the true trichrome stains prepared at each location (rightmost column).
Intriguingly, despite the smaller overall spectral range in the JHU image, there proved to be more
spectral content, as is evident in the respective phasor plots, and it was possible to extract a
basement-membrane signal not visible in the UC Davis RGB phasor plot.

3.5. Comparison with independent detection methods

DUET signals attributed to connective tissue components were compared to independent collagen-
detection methods: Mallory’s trichrome (histochemical), second-harmonic generation (SHG)
microscopy (optical), and collagen III immunostaining.
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Fig. 5. RGB images of H&E-stained slide fluorescence. Top row: kidney; middle row:
ovarian cancer; bottom row: breast cancer. Phasor plots are shown in the middle column,
with unmixed collagen signals shown as monochrome images and as blue overlays on top of
the original brightfield images. Compared to the multispectral phasor plot shown in Fig. 4,
these plots have fewer clusters, and it is not possible to separate collagen from basement
membrane signals. The shapes of the phasor clusters differ from each other, reflecting the
fact the slides were stained in different laboratories, and that 3 different color cameras (CCD,
CMOS and 3-band filter-wheel-equipped monochrome) were used to capture these images.

Fig. 6. Brightfield and fluorescence images from the slides processed at UC Davis and
Johns Hopkins University. Phasor plots demonstrate extractable components in spite of large
color discrepancy between the fluorescence images from two institutions.

SHG signals were acquired from the same slide imaged via DUET, so the results could
be compared directly; the other methods were applied to serial sections, so while pixel-wise
comparisons were not possible, general distribution patterns could be compared. Figure 7
illustrates a comparison between trichrome, SHG and DUET in a liver specimen manifesting
diagnostic features consistent with NASH (non-alcoholic steatohepatitis). In this example, DUET
highlights not only the relatively dense collagen signal around the central vein, but also fine
“chicken-wire” collagen fibers surrounding some of the hepatocytes (a diagnostic feature of
NASH) as seen in the region outlined in the yellow box on Panel F. That said, it is important to
confirm that these signals truly arise from collagen deposits; the SHG image, taken from the same
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slide, does in fact indicate that these fibers can be visualized with both DUET and SHG—with
minor differences reflecting the fact that the contrast mechanisms for the two methods are so
distinct—demonstrating that the DUET signal can faithfully highlight the presence of delicate
collagenous deposits. Such delicate features are hard to appreciate in the trichrome image (C),
and as shown in panel G, are not visible at all on the H&E brightfield image.

Fig. 7. A) Brightfield and B) fluorescence image of human liver biopsy from H&E slide. C)
Serial section from the same region stained with trichrome. D) SHG signal and E) collagen
image from DUET imaged from H&E slide. F) Overlaid image of collagen distribution from
DUET on brightfield image. Zoomed in version of G) brightfield, H) overlaid, I) SHG and J)
collagen extracted from DUET setup.

DUET is not only sensitive to fine structures, but also visualizes collagen deposits not actually
detectable with SHG. H&E slides of human kidney were imaged using DUET and SHG, and a
serial section was stained with trichrome (Fig. 8). After DUET analysis, the collagen channel
(Fig. 8(D)) was overlaid onto the brightfield image to generate a virtual-trichrome appearance
(Fig. 8(F)), which can be directly compared to the actual trichrome histochemical stain shown
in Fig. 8(C). However, if the DUET signal is compared to the SHG image, it is evident that the
interstitial collagen distribution detected by both methods is similar, while the glomerular signals
can be appreciated only in the DUET version, since SHG does not detect any intraglomerular
deposits. As indicated by [14] the main collagen class within typical, non-fibrotic glomeruli is
type IV. This collagen species is not birefringent and consequently does not generate an SHG
signal using commonly used femtosecond pulses. Moreover, DUET is sensitive to collagen type
III, found in the inter-tubular regions, whereas SHG does not generate imageable contrast [14].
Antibody-based studies (Fig. 9) are also widely used—mostly in research–because, if properly
performed, they provide information on the spatial distribution of specific molecular components.
For example, collagen III is consistently detected in the renal interstitium, appearing as fine
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strands between normal tubules, as well as in broader areas or fibrosis, and in the presence of
intimal fibrosis of larger arteries [42]. Our preliminary results with immunostaining of human
kidney for collagen III and imaging the serial section reveal very similar distribution patterns
between collagen III IHC and co-registered DUET signals.

Fig. 8. A) Brightfield and B) fluorescence image of kidney biopsy from an H&E slide.
C) Image of a serial section stained with trichrome. D) SHG image of the same region.
Unlike DUET, SHG is does not highlight collagen structures (mostly collagen IV) within
the glomerulus. E) Collagen distribution from the DUET-analyzed fluorescence image. F)
Overlaid image of collagen distribution from DUET onto the corresponding brightfield
image.

Fig. 9. Serial section images of kidney stained with H&E (A), DUET overlaid (B), IHC
staining for collagen type III (C). The blue pseudocolor in panel B correlates well with
COLIII IHC.

While good sensitivity is desirable, it should not come at the cost of diminished specificity. In
fact, it appears that DUET may be in fact be more specific than trichrome, as shown in Fig. 10,
which presents a comparison of DUET and trichrome staining of a collagenous region in a
human liver biopsy. The H&E brightfield image is shown in panel A, with panel B displaying the
corresponding DUET-extracted collagen signal overlaid onto the same brightfield image. Panel
C shows the appearance of a trichrome-stained serial section.
While there is good correlation between the virtual and real trichrome image on the overall

collagen-containing regions surrounding the blood vessels, a few significant differences are
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Fig. 10. A) Brightfield and B) DUET overlay image. C) Image of a serial section stained
with trichrome. The yellow arrow points to the location of a nerve and the green arrow
indicates the smooth muscle of arterial wall. These structures do not contain collagen, and
do not show as positive in the DUET overlay image; however, they do appear blue (positive
for collagen) in the trichrome-stained slide.

evident on closer examination. The yellow and green arrows (Panels B and C) indicate the
location of a nerve bundle and arteriole respectively. Both of these structures demonstrate
false-positive blue coloration in the trichrome-stained specimen (C) while DUET correctly avoids
attributing to them a collagen signal (B). This suggests that DUET can be more specific in
detection of collagen-containing structures than the commonly used trichrome approach.

4. Conclusion and discussion

We have demonstrated that a simple, novel approach using dual-mode imaging of standard
H&E-stained clinical histology specimens, combining brightfield and fluorescence, can reveal
high-quality, spatially resolved collagen and basement-membrane signals without requiring special
stains, expensive optics, or the preparation of extra slides. Being able to extract quantifiable,
intrinsically digital collagen signals quickly and simply may be useful in both clinical and research
settings.

In terms of health and disease, tissue collagen deposition is recognized as central to processes
linked both to homeostasis as well as many underlying pathologies. As such, its evaluation is a
critical part of biological research and clinical diagnostics. Parenthetically, it is instructive to
consider the central role that collagen and triple-helical molecules generally has played in the
earliest biological evolution of multicellular animals [43]. Type IV collagen in particular has
specifically been implicated as the first molecule involved in this evolutionary process [44].

To study these essential molecules and their histological appearance, the usual methods involve
conventional collagen stains such as trichrome, picrosirius red, or antibody-based approaches.
However, these are time-consuming, potentially nonspecific, and can involve toxic reagents; the
requisite additional sections can also consume potentially scarce specimen material. We show
here that DUET was able to generate collagen signals that appear to be of higher quality than can
be achieved using the commonly used trichrome stain, as follows:

1) DUET images can have higher specificity than trichrome that can generate non-collagen
signals in structures such as nerves or vessels;

2) DUET can generate overall better images than trichrome, which can obscure nuclear and
cytoplasmic detail. In contrast, the digital collagen signal is overlaid as a separate and
“toggle-able” layer on top of the H&E image, which of course retains its original histologic
appearance and quality (best appreciated in Fig. 1).

As discussed above, there are other non-destructive techniques for visualizing collagens
directly on unstained or H&E-stained slides; a widely used approach in research settings involves
second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy, which can provide background-free and fairly
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specific collagen signals. In this report, SHG, as an orthogonal optical technique, was useful for
validating DUET’s collagen detection performance. In fact, DUET, even though requiring much
simpler and less expensive optics than SHG, proved to be almost as sensitive to collagen overall,
but was also able to detect species, such as types III and IV, that are not readily detectable using
SHG, since the contrast mechanism used in DUET interactions with eosin rather than intrinsic
properties of (some) collagen molecules. In addition, unlike SHG, which depends on non-linear
optical properties that mandating the use of high-NA (high-magnification) objectives, DUET can
operate at any magnification and is able to scan whole slides within a few minutes.

Previous work using spectral phasor approaches demonstrated its value in a number of setting
[38]. Here spectral phasors were deployed to extract collagen (and other) signals from the
fluorescence channel. However, while collagen phasor clouds could be readily visualized, their
position within the phasor plot did vary if differences in H&E-staining methods or camera
performancewere present. Such variability currentlymandates somedegree ofmanual supervision.
However, this step can be automated in the future by virtue of cluster analysis techniques based
on, for example, K-means [45] or hierarchical clustering [46] tools to automatically analyze
phasor plots and separate collagen from the other tissue constituents and also to employ the
morphological information to inspect the segmented image to see if it is collagen or not.
We found that it possible to separate overall collagen signals from other cellular constituents

using just a 3-color RGB camera. However, when fluorescence images were collected across
30 spectral channels using a multispectral camera, the resulting spectral phasor plots were,
not surprisingly, more complex and informative, and it proved possible to extract basement
membranes as a separate signal. This demonstrates that the necessary information is indeed
present within the fluorescence data—however, it would be more convenient if it the desired
components did not need full spectral data for their detection.

Finally, the collagen signals are intrinsically digital and thus straightforward to introduce into
image analysis tools of various levels of sophistication. Future research will focus on developing
and testing semi- and fully automated tools for analysis and quantitation of the tissue-component
distributions, designed, at least initially, to mimic current manual fibrosis scoring methods for
renal and hepatic disease assessment.
In conclusion, we describe DUET, a new and simple approach for collagen (and potentially

other macromolecule) signal detection directly from H&E-stained slides. The methodology,
originally explored in kidney and liver pathologies, should be extensible to other organ systems,
including cancer-related diseases. Since only H&E-stained slides are needed for DUET imaging,
major archival-based research is feasible across many disease categories in which special stains
may not have been originally or routinely performed. Archived slides also allow the use of long
(retrospective) follow-up, so clinical outcomes can be readily linked to collagen distribution
phenotypes. Another avenue can include true prospective clinical studies that would use DUET
data, possibly coupled, possibly using AI analytics, with patient outcomes, to actively guide
patient management. We think that this work promises to have significant positive impact on
fibrosis disease research, clinical practice, and ultimately on clinical care.
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